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Some thoughts are presented regarding the question: when can a subgrid-scale model yield
correct statistics of resolved fields in a large-eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent flow. The
filtered Navier-Stokes equations are used to find necessary conditions on the statistical
properties of the modeled subgrid-scale stress tensor, for statistical equivalence between a "real"
and a modeled (via LES) turbulent velocity field. When trying to formulate sufficient
conditions, an unclosed hierarchy of expressions is obtained, essentially due to the "turbulence
problem" of the resolved scales of motion. Experimental (statistical a priori) testing of
subgrid-scale models is performed, based on single-probe measurements in grid turbulence and
on several key assumptions. Three versions of the eddy-viscosity model are considered: constant
eddy viscosity, subgrid kinetic energy, and the usual Smagorinsky eddy viscosity. Measured joint
moments between filtered velocity and real or modeled subgrid scale stresses show that both
energy and enstrophy dissipation can be properly captured, with a single value of the model
constants over a significant range of filter widths. These results are used to examine a new
subgrid model based on enstrophy equilibrium. The cross-correlation function of filtered velocity
with the subgrid stress tensor is measured, which is of special importance for large-scale energy
spectra. No significant differences are observed between the different models, and it is found that
they predict trends in the stress-velocity cross-correlation quite well. The results show that, in
nearly isotropic turbulence, the eddy-viscosity subgrid models correctly reproduce statistical
trends necessary for the accurate LES prediction of energy spectra and enstrophy evolution.

1. INTRODUCTION
Large-eddy-simulation (LES) is rapidly growing in
importance as a technique for the calculation of turbulent
flows in simple and complex geometries (Reynolds, 1990;1
and Rogallo and Moin, 19842). The discarded scales of
motion act on the resolved velocity field as new stresses,
which need to be modeled (subgrid scale, or SGS, modeling). The fact that the modeling is done at a length scale
smaller than the flow integral scale raises the hope that the
models can be more "universal" (flow independent) than
their counterparts for Reynolds stresses. Nevertheless,
there is a striking difference between SGS and Reynolds
stresses modeling. Whereas for the latter there exists a
large amount of information, e.g., measured Reynolds
stress profiles in a variety of flows, little is known about the
subgrid-scale stresses. The purpose of this paper is to examine through some elementary considerations what information about subgrid stresses is needed, and to obtain such
information for a simple turbulent flow.
To inquire about the correctness of a particular SGS
model one can perform the simulation using the model and
compare the results with experimental data. For instance,
one can compare measured mean velocity profiles (for
which there is a lot of experimental and direct numerical
simulation (DNS) data available) with those resulting
from the LES. This approach is called a posteriori model
testing. It has been used to show that LES using simple
models, such as the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity, can yield
good predictions, both in terms of mean velocity profiles,
second-order moments and even energy spectra. This is
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true quite generally for free shear flows, although the
model constants need some adjustments from flow to flow.
The recent "dynamic model" 3'4 has so far yielded very
encouraging results. 5' 6 Higher-order statistics were considered recently in Ref. 7 for isotropic turbulence, and good
LES predictions were obtained. It has even been argued
that if no SGS model is used, and one relies entirely on
numerical ("flux corrected") diffusion, reasonable results
can be obtained under certain circumstances. 8 On the other
hand, SGS modeling for nonequilibrium flows, for the
near-wall behavior, etc., still presents considerable challenges. In this context, a drawback of aposteriori testing is
that it is not always easy to pinpoint the physics that cause
a model to work (or not to work), and to separate the SGS
model from other elements that affect the results, such as
numerics.
Another approach, called a priori testing, consists of
the direct use of known, fully resolved, velocity fields. They
are filtered to compute the stresses, and these can then be
compared on a local and instantaneous basis with features
of the large-scale field, which are also known. In this fashion, a direct test can be made about the physical content of
a model, without actually performing the LES. This approach has so far been employed using direct numerical
simulations; see e.g., Clark etaL. (1979),9 McMillan and
Ferziger (1979),1o Piomelli (1988)," Meneveau et al.
(1992),12 Lund and Novikov (1992)," Domaradzki et al.
(l993),14 Hiirtel and Kleiser (1993)," etc. For recent
work, where both a priori and a posteriori testing is employed, see Horiuti (1993).16 In general, the results of a
priori testing based on DNS data have been discouraging:
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At a local instantaneous level, the real and modeled
stresses are almost never the same, exhibiting very low
correlation coefficients. This observation is made, even
when very sophisticated regression techniques are
employed. 12 However, it has been remarked quite often
(e.g., Reynolds, 19901) that the low correlation between
stresses and predictions does not necessarily translate into
poor results when a model is actually implemented in a
LES. In other words, the a priori analysis gives an excessively pessimistic view of the modeling. From these considerations it becomes clear that, despite its own shortcomings, aposteriori testing is to remain of central importance
in the study of model performance, and in no way can be
replaced by a prioritests. Although in the present work the
focus is on a statistical version of the latter, we stress that
the two approaches are to be viewed as complementing
each other.
Having reviewed these basic aspects and difficulties in
the study of SGS parametrization, we now consider placing
conditions on the model that are weaker than those usually
expected in a prioritesting. During a LES, the dynamics of
the small scales is not captured. Thus it is clear that an
exact, deterministic relation between stresses and functionals of the resolved field must be impossible to formulate.
Also (except for control purposes or for short-term
predictability' 7 ) one is not necessarily interested in a particular realization of the LES since the hydrodynamic evolution of the large scales is typically expected to be chaotic anyway, even with a "perfect" subgrid closure. Such
considerations suggest placing weaker conditions on the
stresses: namely, that they cause the LES to reproduce
correct statistical features of the flow field. The question
then becomes, what conditions must they satisfy to correctly generate some desired statistical feature of the flow?
This question, as well as how such conditions can be used
in statistical a priori testing of models using experimental
data, are the main themes of this paper.
To allow for a more focused discussion, an incompressible turbulent flow obeying the Navier-Stokes equations in
a domain fQ, bounded by art, is considered. It follows that
Wi(x,t), the convolution of the real velocity field with some
spatial filter of characteristic width A (or possibly a nonisotropic filter with widths Ai, i= 1,2,3), obeys the dynamical equation (filtered Navier-Stokes equations),

field ii(x,t) is considered to be the "real" (not modeled)
field, whose properties a velocity field computed through
LES should strive to reproduce.
Now, let ul*(x,t) be such a field resulting from a LES
at a resolution similar to the filter-size considered before. It
is divergence-free and is obtained by integration of the dynamical LES equation:

aui*

au?

atU' axax

a

fp*
kp

+V V

(4)

where Ff (u*) is a model for the SGS stresses, expressed
(closed) as a function of the resolved part of the velocity
field. The functional dependence of 7if on the field u* is
meant to be entirely general (i.e., it could, in principle,
include dependence on the velocity at different points, any
velocity gradients, the field at prior times, pressure gradients, etc., although subjected to general constraints such as
Galilean invariance, causality, etc.). In this paper, we then
consider the following question: What common statistical
properties must Til, the real SGS stresses, and -ii(u*),
the modeled ones, share in order to generate correct statistical features of the resolved velocity field.
Ideally, if the entire multiple point, multiple time, joint
probability density of .7 1 1 (u*) and u* equals that of rij
and u, then all statistical features of u* should equal those
of if. However, accurate prediction of all statistics is probably too much to ask from a LES. A more useful set of
questions is to find specific conditions that 5%(u*) must
obey in order to "cause" some low-order statistics of the
LES velocity field to agree with the real statistics. Such
questions are posed at several levels throughout the first
part (Sec. II) of this paper: at the mean velocity level in
Sec. II A, at the second-order level in Sec. II B, at the PDF
level in Sec. II C and at the two-point statistics level in Sec.
II D. In the second part of this paper (Sec. III), experimental data in grid turbulence is used for statisticala priori
testing of several variants of the eddy viscosity model. In
particular, a velocity-stress cross-correlation function relevant to the energy spectrum of the large-eddy field is measured and compared with predictions from the models. A
summary, the final conclusions, and an outlook are presented in Sec. IV.
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The anisotropic part of the SGS stress tensor is given by
T'i-Ui1Uj--3ij

(U-Uk- kik),

(3)

and the trace has been absorbed in the filtered pressure .
Also needed are the initial data Wi(x,O) and boundary conditions on Qfl. These are given by filtering the "real" initial
and boundary conditions. For the discussion to follow, the
816
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II. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR SGS STRESS
STATISTICS
A. Mean flow
Here the following question is posed: What common
statistical properties must the real SGS stresses rij and the
modeled ones 1i1 (u*) share, in order to generate the correct ensemble average of the velocity field. To this end, it is
instructive to perform an ensemble average of the filtered
Navier-Stokes equations. This yields an equation for (us),
the mean velocity field occurring in the real (filtered) flow,
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B. Second-order moments
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The LES simulation, on the other hand, would yield a
mean velocity field (ui*), which obeys the following version
of the Reynolds equation [obtained from ensemble averag-

ing Eq. (4)],

A more useful result would have been to find, in the
last section, that the equality of the real and modeled
stresses is a sufficient condition for the equality of the mean
velocity profiles. For this to be true, however, one must
learn from a source different of Eqs. (5) and (6) that the
second-order moments (u0u0') are the "correct" ones.
The second-order moments computed from the filtered
velocity field obey
a(iij)+ (i'k)

Atu)+ (uj > Mi-VV2 (Ui*)

ax1
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Okirj=P
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to hold, the real and modeled mean stresses must be (up to
an integration function) the same everywhere in fQ,
(8)

Here Cj 1 is an arbitrary divergence-free tensor (for instance, (rifr and (9 1 1 (u*)) could differ by a constant
value and still allow for the correct prediction of mean and
second-order resolved moments). The condition of Eq. (8)
is thus a necessary one for a LES simulation to yield both
the correct mean and second-order moments (and mean
pressure). However, it is not a sufficient condition. Even a
model that yields the correct mean stress field could lead to
an erroneous mean velocity field, if the "resolved" secondorder moments are not correctly predicted.
Not much has been said so far about boundary conditions. Since what is being derived are necessary conditions,
this is not too important. One can assume that the LES
involved boundary conditions such that (u*) = (if) (or
equality of gradients, etc.) is guaranteed on the boundary an. Since the focus is on necessary conditions, the
issue about uniqueness of solutions to Eq. (6) does not
play a role.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 2, February 1994
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causes transport of stress by correlations between resolved
velocity fluctuations among themselves, with resolved pressure, as well as transport due to the unresolved motion

0ij
Q (j=

[where StJ~i~Xy-+

j-)],

(I 1)

is, as usual, a redistribution term due to resolved pressurestrain correlations;

c=2v

a(i aLw

(12)

(aXkaXk)

is the viscous dissipation tensor of the resolved field. Very
importantly,

(P*) = (fi_),

K(rjj>)=K1(u*))+Cij, xen.

(iWj)

x (iiiii)) + (iilTjk~ + (i~jTik),

It can be noticed that the sum of the two stresses appearing
on the RHS of these equations is nothing but the (filtered)
8
Reynolds stress, i.e., the Germano identity' when the test
"filter" is replaced by ensemble averaging. It is to be
stressed that the model equation solved is not Eq. (6), but
the original LES equation (4). Equation (6) is used here
only to establish statistical properties of the solutions to
Eq. (4). Inspection of Eqs. (5) and (6) immediately
shows the following. For the modeled velocity and pressure
field to exhibit the correct ensemble mean and the correct
second-order moments, i.e., for the following equalities:

(ut"uj)=(i<ii~), for all xea,
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is the loss term (whose trace represents the drain of resolved kinetic energy due to the SGS stress). An equation
similar to Eq. (9) can be obtained for the modeled secondorder moment (u0uu'). Again, the question to be answered
here is under what conditions can one expect the LES to
yield the "correct" moments (utuj*). If such conditions
could be found and be satisfied, then, according to the
discussion in the last section, the equality of the mean
stresses would be a sufficient condition to obtain the correct mean velocity field. Unfortunately, perusal of Eq. (9)
(and its counterpart for the LES field) shows that one can
only make a weaker statement, yielding an additional necessary condition on the stress statistics. One can now state
this: In order for the LES to yield the following fields
correctly: second- and third-order moments of resolved velocity, pressure velocity, pressure rate of strain correlation,
and resolved dissipation tensor, one must ensure that the
correlations between stresses and velocities, and between
stresses and rate-of-strain tensor be the same in the "real"
flow and in the LES one. Symbolically, to ensure that
(14)

(u_*) = (ui),

(uI*uj'

=

(iW'i~1,; (u2'Uj~)= Oi~iiiik);

(15)
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Placing the additional requirement that a model should
properly model SGS transport and SGS "dissipation" separately, we arrive at the conditions
7
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the modeled stresses must exhibit the following correlations with the velocity field:
(SikWkj(u*) > +

af

ki(U*))+(S*k-Yki(U*)) = (Siklrkj) + (Sjklrk!)

(19)

The expression within brackets on the right represents the
conditionally averaged force per unit mass acting on the
filtered flow field at position x. It consists of filtered pressure gradient, SGS, and viscous stresses, and it is conditioned upon the filtered velocity vector at the same point in
question, at the same time. A similar expression is obtained
for the PDF obtained through the LES, f*(V,xt).
One can proceed further by expressing the pressure
gradient as function of the velocity field in the entire domain M Using the solution to the Poisson equation for
filtered pressure and, for brevity's sake, assuming an unbounded domain, one obtains

(ax; U
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(20)
where Cij is again a divergence-free tensor (e.g., a constant). Specialization of these arguments to the fate of the
kinetic energy (i=j) of the resolved motion in high Reynolds number, homogeneous and decaying turbulence,
yields the condition that the correct rate of decay of energy
can only be achieved if

If the domain is bounded, surface integrals have to be included, but the nature of the discussion would be quite
similar. Finally, expressing the conditional average of
stress gradients as gradients of the two-point conditional
average, we obtain

r

afa

(21)

(S.*n"7nm(It*)) =

at

i.e., if the model extracts energy at the correct rate. This is
usually argued to be the main task of a subgrid model.
In summary, as one attempts to provide a sufficient
condition for obtaining correct mean properties, new necessary conditions are generated that need to be obeyed by
the stresses in order to obtain the correct first-, second-,
and third-order statistics (and correlations with pressure)
from the LES. Again, however, these alone are not sufficient to ensure correctness of second- and third-order moments.

C. PDF of resolved velocity

The preceding arguments can be carried to the more
general level of the probability density function (PDF) of
the resolved or modeled velocity field. One starts with the
single-point PDF defined (see, e.g., Lundgren 19 and
Pope2&) as the ensemble average of the point probability,
according to
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The PDF of the LES field obeys a similar equation, in
which the stress is replaced by .,5r(u*). Examination of
Eq. (25) now shows a necessary condition for achieving
equality of the real and modeled PDF, as well as conditional two-point moments of resolved stresses and velocity.
In other words, for the LES to generate
(26)

f*(V,x,t)=f(V,x,t),
as well as

f

Mv~x~t)

(

i's
I w6[u~xt) - pi] I )

(22)

This is the joint PDF of the three velocity components,
which may vary as a function of location and time. Starting
from the filtered N-S equations and following Refs. 19 and
20, one can show that the evolution of f (V,x,t) is given by
the transport equation
818
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at least the following condition must be met:
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Here C1 is an integration constant, divergence-free with
respect to V. As can be seen, analysis of conditions for the
single-point PDF have yielded conditions involving twopoint conditional statistics of the SOS stress. In particular,
the above condition would be satisfied if one can show that

=(Yik[u*(Y)Iu*(x)=V),

Vy2xe Q.

(30)

Berkooz 2 t examines similar questions based on the PDF
equation of dynamical systems. He proposes a method for
constructing new models based on appropriate moments of
full simulations, and has applied the procedure to the Lorentz equations.

1. Velocity PDFs in isotropic turbulence
For the special case of isotropic turbulence, the condition in Eq. (30) can be cast in terms of a few scalar functions. The conditional average is a trace-free symmetric
r =yYXM(0
-x
and V. It must
tensor
A- depending
5i[*y]U(X=)on two vectors,
then take the form

If(x)=V)

('ik(y)

FIG. 1. Sketch of relevant directions of conditionally averaged SOS stress
tensor in isotropic turbulence. Three scalar functions, each depending on
two arguments (distance and velocity magnitude) are needed to completely describe the conditional mean SGS stress.

functions (of two independent variables each) needed to
completely specify the two-point conditional stress average
in isotropic turbulence are illustrated in Fig. 1.
D. Two-point statistics
Here we shall focus on two-point second-order moments of the resolved fields in homogeneous turbulence.
1. Correlation functions
We define the resolved (real and modeled) two-point
velocity correlation tensor as

Bjj(r,t) e (Utah>'; B'J(r,t)=e(ut*Uj*.

The prime indicates that the velocity is evaluated at point
x+r instead of x. As usual, the filtered Navier-Stokes
equations are now multiplied by the filtered velocity at the
second point, leading to

=Aq1r+BViV
1 +C(r1 V1 +r1 V,)
2

at-2vVr )Bij(r)

2

They can be expressed in terms of three conditional averages involving longitudinal (L) and normal (N) directions. A possible choice appears below,
QLffL(rL)
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a
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I VL)-3(TLL(rL) I VN)-

3

(TNN(rL)

IV7N)

rL VL

(34)
Here, expressions of the type (-rmn(rj) I VP) stand for the
conditional average of the mn stress-stensor elementt at a
distance r in thej direction from a point where the rest;olved
velocity has magnitude V in the k direction. These three
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Here
BJjk(r,t) = (USZkU);
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Here A, B, and C are scalar functions of r, V, and rev.

2
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GJkj(rt)= (ijrJk).
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To simplify the exposition, we now consider isotropic
turbulence. The correlations with pressure vanish (see,
e.g., Monin and Yaglom, 197522) and the remaining tensors can be expressed in terms of a few scalar functions. We
consider longitudinal correlation functions, i.e.,
BLL(rt) E (WL(xt)WL(x+rLt)),

(38)

where rL is the separation vector in the L direction, and
whose magnitude is r. Also,
BLLL(rt)

(iUL(Xt) 2 WL(x+rLAt));

(39)
GLLL(r~t) e(LL(xt)WL(x+rLt))
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are the longitudinal third-order correlation functions. The
evolution of the longitudinal correlation function BLL(rt)
is given by

d2

[
.-

2v
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d

d

LL(r~t) - (Y

- Ar

= ( '+')

_r

/

This is the von Kfirmin-Howarth equation for the resolved portion of the velocity field, in which the third-order
correlations are decomposed into those arising from the
resolved field, BLLL, and those coming from the interactions with the subgrid scales, GLLL (also see the discussion
by Leonard, 197423). A similar equation governs the evolution of the LES correlations, involving BTLL(rt),
B*LLL(r,t), and G*LLL(rt).
As in the previous sections, we can make the following
type of statement: In order for the SGS model to generate
both the correct correlation functions BLL(rt) and the
correct resolved third-order correlations BLLL, one must
ensure that the scalar function GLLL is predicted correctly.
In other words, to allow for the following equalities:
BLLL(rst)=B*LLL(rt),

(41)

a necessary condition is that
GLLL(r,t) = 6*LLL(rt) *

(42)

Notice that an arbitrary integration function [obeying (d/
ar+4/r)C(r)=01does not enter here, because it would
diverge at r=O. Again, however, Eq. (42) by itself is not a
sufficient condition to ensure the correct correlation functions BLL and BLLL-

2. A sufficient condition for structure functions in
locally isotropic turbulence
We now define the longitudinal structure functions,
2
DLL=-([uL(x+rL)-UL(X)I >

I

(43)

-<[uLx+r,

- iix)]

3>/6

j~~~~~~~~~<' L=~r)L(x) >
r
FIG. 2. Sketch of various terms appearing in the equation for the resolved
longitudinal structure function in locally isotropic turbulence, as a function of displacement.

= (2 vB"LL(O) ± (SLL-LLY)r.

(46)

For high Reynolds numbers (and A~o7), this becomes
([iiL(x+rL)-iiL(x)I') +6(WL(x+rL)rLL(X))

(47)

=6(SLL-TLL)r.

This relation is quite interesting and falls somewhat outside
the hierarchy previously encountered: If the two-point correlation function GLLL=(UL(X+rL)TLL(X)) is correctly
modeled, then it must lead to the correct third-order structure function (recalling that (SLL-rLL) is just GLLL at
r=O). In other words, this now provides a sufficient condition under the assumptions made during the derivation.
At very small r, DLLL-r3. Therefore the correlation
(uL(x+rL)TLL(x)) must be linear in r, with slope
(SLLrLL). At large r>.A, but still within the inertial range,
one expects the structure function to be linear in r and the
velocity-stress cross correlation to become small. The expected trends of these terms is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Expanding Eq. (47) in powers of r for small r, yields
the balance of energy dissipation at the order r'. The next
term is of order r3 and relates the third-order moment of
filtered velocity derivatives to the SGS stresses, according
to
(

3) = _

(,,3'L

'rLL ) -

(48)

and

'3XL

DLLL=-([L(x+rL)

-UL(X)

] ) = 6 BLLL(rst)-

(44)

at r=O and using aGLLLIar
=(SLL(X+rL)rLL(X)) (where SLL is the longitudinal
component of the filtered velocity rate-of-strain tensor)
yields
Evaluating

Eq.

(40)

a9
~~-BLLO~t =5(2vBIL(0,t) + (SLLTrLL~).

(45)

This result is replaced in Eq. (40), written in terms of
structure functions. As usual, one argues that for r much
smaller than the flow-integral scale, the rate of change of
DLL(r,t) in time is negligible compared to the other terms.
After integration, one obtains
;DLLL+ (uL(x+rL)TLL(x))

820
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= 2 [BLL(O,t) -BLL(r~t)

r

\/

4

GLLLJr~t).

BLL(rt)= BLL(rt);

<C'LLTLL>

TXIL

This equality describes the equilibrium between production
of enstrophy of the resolved field and dissipation of
resolved-scale enstrophy by the SGS stresses. As always, a
similar expression can be written down for the field resulting from the LES:

( (a4)3>

(834)

(49)

This shows that a sufficient condition for obtaining the
correct third-order moment of velocity gradients from the
LES is to properly model the correlation
( 8U-LTL) = ( _T934IUl)

(50)

-vDLL
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In order to generalize this condition to nonisotropicc turbulence, it is straightforward to consider the resolveddvorticity equation containing the SGS stress tensor. After contracting with 5i (the resolved vorticity), one obtainns an
equation for the resolved enstrophy:
_(o___

at

(/2)
ax} =ijsu+VjV
=

2

wi-

a sTo

2Rjk-

ax,'

(51)
ig
where Rij - E,]ikO
is the rotation tensor. Takin the
ensemble average, assuming statistical stationarity aand a
high-Reynolds number, Eq. (48) is generalized to
2

= ( 2RJk aXk

ax,)

2(

1 aXk ax)'

Some
where the last equality holds for homogeneous flows.
So forcomments on possible applications of this relation tc
°fo°Ir
mulate an "enstrophy SGS model" are given in Sec~c. III
when analyzing experimental results.
inthe
Returning to isotropic turbulence, the next term i
tween
expansion of Eq. (47) (describing equilibrium bet
production and "dissipation" of palenstrophy) aris ses at
order r5 and reads as
2I aIj)
aXL \XL

1
30

3TW~
LL)
aXL

(53)

This can be continued to higher-order coefficients isin the
expansion, every time obtaining a more stringent statiistical
condition that the modeled SGS tensor needs to obey(,as a
sufficient condition for obtaining the correct higher-c )rderderivative moment of the LES velocity field.

E. Statistical a priori testing
The statements made in Secs. IL A-LI D can be understood as the identification of measureable quantities of interest in the study and testing of SGS models. For stcatistical a priori testing of models, moments (and joint stattistics
with the resolved velocity) of the SGS stresses comeputed
from a fully resolved field u (DNS or experimental ) are
compared to the predictions of a particular model. The
goal is to test whether a given model can match thee necessary conditions introduced in Secs. II A-IL D.
The discussion of the previous sections refers to comparison between statistical measures of I... and -I (u*).
To evaluate the latter, however, it was understood theat the
LES field u* was known. On the other hand, in ordeLer for
the a priori test to be practical, it should be based o)n the
measured field u only and not require an additional I LES
computation. Otherwise, one may as well perform a Iposteriori testing and directly compare statistics of ii to theose of
uO. So, what one really wishes to compare is fiji and
5-j(U). For instance, in order to find necessary cond litions
to correctly predict the mean velocity, pressure, andd second moments in a LES, one would measure (Til) and
(SY~(i)) instead of (Y.jj(u*)). This means that beesides
the conditions spelled out in Sec. II A, an addition;al assumption must now be made, namely, that
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 2, February 1994

(,'ii00 ) = (.7ii (u*)) Alternatively, the necessary condition derived in terms of
the equality of real and modeled SGS stress is a necessary
one for equality of mean, second-order velocity moments
(as before), and the equality of the statistical expression
resulting from the model. This statement is easier to understand through an illustrative example: Assume that the
Smagorinsky model is being studied by a priori testing using DNS of some particular nonhomogeneous flow field,
say, a channel flow [see, e.g., Ref. I1, Fig. 21. Now, the
stresses rij are computed by filtering the DNS field u at
some length scale A (larger than the original grid). Also,
the "modeled" stresses are calculated according to
( 2C2A2 (2SmnSmn) " 2 Sip.Ensemble average values of both
stress tensors are calculated as time averages or over homogeneous spatial directions. This can lead to two different
results (a) The average real and modeled SGS stresses are
equal to each other at every point in the flow or (b) they
differ. In case (b), one can conclude that it is
not possible for a LES to reproduce simultaneously the
mean flow, mean pressure, the second-order moments and
the "Smagorinsky moment" ((SmnSmn) / 2SO. In the case
(a) that the mean stresses agree everywhere, one can
conclude that it is possible for the mean velocity, mean
pressure, second-order, and Smagorinsky moments to be
correctly generated by a LES. However, (a) does not
imply that these moments will be correct because, as remarked before, errors in the mean flow could instead
be generated by erroneous second-order moments, or now,
by different values of the "Smagorinsky
moment," i.e.
2
((rS
isnn1/2- \
\t mnomnJ Sij/7\

) 11
/S*

c*
mn mnJ

S*'(
fj

If one is not satisfied at this particular level, one can
proceed to second-order moments and compare the rateof-strain stress correlation at every point. If they agree,
then it is possible that the second-order moments would be
correctly predicted (although, again, this is not guaranteed), increasing the likelihood that the correct mean flow
would be obtained from the LES.
Such a statistical study of several eddy-viscosity models is performed in the next section.
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS IN GRID TURBULENCE
In previous sections the importance of several statistical properties of the SGS stress tensor have been pointed
out. In this section we analyze experimental data obtained
in (nearly) isotropic flow (grid turbulence) from a single
hot wire. This simple flow is chosen here as a starting
point. Applications to nonisotropic shear flows, more specialized tests, and more complete experimental data will be
reported elsewhere.' 7'2 4 In isotropic turbulence the mean
stresses are zero, so nothing interesing occurs at the level of
mean quantities. Thus, we proceed to the level of energy
dynamics and two-point statistics. The necessity of correctly predicting the stress-velocity cross-correlation,
(UL(x+rL)TLL(x))=(iL(x+rL)-LL[u(x)],

(55)

has been highlighted (Sec. II D). This condition is necessary to obtain the correct resolved energy spectrum from a
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LES of isotropic turbulent flow, and is sufficient for the
prediction of third-order structure functions.
Three variants of the eddy-viscosity SGS closure are
studied. They are tested by evaluating SGS energy and
enstrophy fluxes, as well as by measuring both sides of
expression (55). Measurements from a single hot-wire
probe, along with Taylor's hypothesis, are employed. Thus,
only ul(xl) is available for the analysis. As will be described in more detail when appropriate, this forces us to
proceed by (a) filtering in only a single direction xl, instead of all three; (b) evaluating local eddy viscosities
based on single components; and (c) not subtracting the
trace of the SGS stress tensor. The impact of step (a) will
be quantified in the Appendix and step (c) will be shown
to be of no relevance for isotropic turbulence. Step (b),
although more difficult to justify, will a posterioribe argued
to have little impact on the results. Therefore, although
these procedures are expected to alter some quantitative
results, the working hypothesis is that the observed trends
obtained through such an analysis are representative of the
real trends.
The details on the experimental setup and data processing are given in Secs. III A and III B. Some general
results are presented in Sec. III C and model constants are
studied in Secs. III D 1, III D 2, and III D 3. The results
on the velocity-stress cross-correlation function are presented in Sec. III E.
A. Experimental conditions and flow characterization
Measurements were performed in a closed loop, lowspeed, wind tunnel with a 0.91 X 1.22 X 10 m test section.
The location of the probe was at x/M=68.7 downstream
of a grid (square bars, 1.9 cm thick), with mesh size
M=10.2 cm. Also, a secondary 1:1.27 contraction2 5 was
used to promote component isotropy. The mean velocity
was U=25.2 m/s, the longitudinal integral scale was
LI = 8.3 cm, the root-mean-square streamwise velocity was
I = 0.42 m/s, and the Taylor-scale Reynolds number was
Ri- 170. A 0.45 mm long Dantec-A53 subminiature probe
and a Dantec-56C17 anemometer were operated at an
overheat ratio of 1.8. After low-pass filtering at f,=30
kHz, the signal was digitized on a 12 bit AID board at a
sampling frequency of fs= 60 k]Iz. Some additional digital
filtering is employed to eliminate high-frequency noise
peaks. More details on the experimental setup and signal
conditioning are given in Ref. 26.
A total of 3 X 106 samples are analyzed, and all quantities computed are statistically fully converged. The dissipation rate, estimated from the isotropy relation,
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FIG. 3. Solid line: Measured longitudinal energy spectrum of the grid
turbulence data (RA- 170) used for the present analysis, in Kolmogorov
units. The rapid rolloff seen at k1i7 > 0.5 is due to the filtering employed to
eliminate noise as well as to probe resolution. Symbols are a representative
compilation from other experimental data: Squares: grid turbulence
RA=37 (Comte-Bellot and Corrsin, 1971); triangles: grid turbulence
RA=7 2 (Comte-Bellot and Corrsin, 1971); plus: cylinder wake RA= 3 08
(Uberoi and Freymuth, 1969); rhombs: grid turbulence RA= 540 (Kistler
and Vrebalovich, 1966); stars: round jet RA= 7 8 0 (Gibson, 1963); circles:
boundary layer RA= 1,450 (recent data of Veeravalli and Saddoughi, Ref.
27, 1991).

about 1/77=2. The skewness of the velocity derivative is
-0.38. The energy spectrum normalized in Kolmogorov
units is shown in Fig. 3, alongside other experimental data.
Although the inertial range is very small, the collapse on
the universal curve is good. The normalized third-order
velocity structure function ([ul(x+r)-u 1(x)] 3 1/((E)r)
is shown in Fig. 4. While no extended inertial range exists
at this moderate Reynolds number, the peak is not too far
from the asymptotic -4 value for isotropic turbulence. The
skewness of the velocity itself is (u3)/(u2)3 /2 =0.033,
which is small (although for perfectly isotropic turbulence
one would expect this value to be zero).
B. Data processing and models
1. Filters

Several filters are employed to compute the "resolved"
velocity uW(x) at scale A,

I,
A0

(E)=15v

((au,)

V

,

(56)

N
If,

is (e) = 1.15 m2 /s3 . Taylor's hypothesis is used,

a

Ia

jx7_ =

U at,'

V

(57)

and time derivatives are computed with a simple finite difference of the consecutive samples. The Kolmogorov scale
is q = 0.23 mm, smaller than the probe length by a factor of
822
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FIG. 4. Dimensionless third-order structure function.
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W,

W
=
L

uj(x')FA(xj-x')dx'
I
I
11

(a)

(58)

This is done using FFT, using zero padding (statistics were
later evaluated only over points unaffected by end effects).
Similar expressions are used to compute the stress element
Cutoff, Gaussian, and top-hat filters are considered.
The cutoff filter is used to generate resolved fields that
mimic those available during a LES using a spectral
method, while a top-hat filter may be more in line with a
finite-difference scheme (although this correspondence is
not at all exact 2 7 ). The Gaussian filter, being of intermediate resolution in physical and wave number space, may
produce resolved fields containing information similar to
that of a LES using a (hypothetical) wavelet method.
Since the compatibility between a numerical method and
corresponding filter type is presently not well understood,
the above-mentioned relations have to be regarded with
caution.
The filters employed are one dimensional: no filtering
is performed in the x2 and X3 directions. The reason for this
approach is simply lack of experimental data, except along
a line in the xl direction (using Taylor's hypothesis). For
now, the working hypothesis is that the one-dimensional
(1-D) filtered quantities do not appreciably differ from
their (3-D) counterparts, as far as the observed trends in
the measured statistics is concerned. In the Appendix it is
shown, based on an inertial range evaluation of the Smagorinsky constant, that this assumption cannot hold exactly, especially as far as the correlation (SpqSpq) is concerned. Moreover, nonisotropic filtering of an isotropic
field u produces anisotropy in U, especially for two-point
correlations at small separations r<A. However, we continue to employ the working hypothesis to argue that observed trends should be realistic. Alternatively, the Appendix introduces a more precise interpretation of the present
analysis in terms of anisotropic filtering relevant to LES on
highly anisotropic meshes.
The filters employed are
Cutoff:

sin(1rxj// )

FA(xl)=--

IT
1

Gaussian: FA(xl)=
1

if

LL2 0.3

0.2
0.0
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t
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\11
V.
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I
10.0 12.5 1.

k, A
FIG. 5. Shape of filters used in the analysis of data. (a) FA(xl) in
physical space (prior to normalization to unit area), -:
cutoff;
:
Gaussian; -. -: top hat. (b) Transfer function in Fourier space F2 (k),
_
: cutoff;
: Gaussian; - -: top hat.

(59)
/6X12\

/I1Aexp(-A),

Top hat: FA(xl)=,,

^7A 0.5

(60)

A

lxi I <2

FA(xl)=0 otherwise.

(T,,(x)Wj(x+r)) =C(
(61)

These filters and their transfer function in Fourier space
are shown in Fig. 5.
The -rj element of the total SGS stress tensor is computed according to
T11(XI) =ujuj-ulju_,

(62)

where again the overtilde denotes filtering with FA. Notice
that the trace has not been subtracted, since we are not
performing simultaneous measurements of u2 and ti 3 . For
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 2, February 1994

evaluating the stress-velocity correlation in isotropic turbulence, this is of no concern, as seen below. The correlation involving the trace of the stress is a vector that only
depends on r:

Ir )rj=0.

(63)

The last equality follows from taking the divergence with r
and using incompressibility. Therefore
((irll(x)-3ip(x))Wj(x+r))= (T1 (x)Wj(x+r)).

(64)

Similar arguments hold for the correlation (S§ijpp), which
must vanish because it is a traceless isotropic tensor.
Therefore
(Sjj(Tjl -~3rpp))= (S11T11).

(65)
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2. Eddy viscosity models
0.20

Several eddy viscosity models of the form,
(66)

are considered. The first is the usual Smagorinsky eddy
viscosity. Instead of using the complete second invariant of
the rate-of-strain tensor (because of present limitations in
measurements), a one-dimensional surrogate is employed,
assuming instantaneous isotropy:
-

)

-2(C

2

F15(S

I)

2
2
11
)[j' =-2(C
=
15((S
2 A)

1 1)

2

)S

11.

(68)

This model is considered for the purpose of exploring the
influence of eddy-viscosity fluctuations on the resulting statistics. It is understood that in a simulation the numerical
value of the eddy viscosity would be obtained from the
resolved field by averaging over homogeneous directions,
time, etc. This model actually resembles the (wave
number-independent) spectral eddy-viscosity closures,
where the eddy viscosity is evaluated, based on the computed energy spectrum at the cutoff. Thus, it differs from a
"constant eddy-viscosity" model in which a particular numerical value is assumed a priori for the eddy viscosity.
As a third model we obtain the velocity scale based on
the SGS kinetic energy:
q2= 3(uj-iij)2

(69)

7rl[l = - 2 <^

11

v

(70)

again based on the ul values only. For this model, an additional transport equation for q2 is envisioned, as in Refs.
29 and 30. For now, we assume 4 to be known and concentrate on expression (70).
The modeled stress elements are computed over the
entire data set. A representative segment of the real stress
rly and the modeled ones (without multiplying them by
the model constants) are shown in Figs. 6-8, for the
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FIG. 6. Measured traces of the 11 element of the SGS stress tensor.
Real stress r'11(x1);- - -: modeled stress Y'111 (x 1 )/C2, using the Smagorinsky model (without the model constant). Gaussian filter with A= 32i7.
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5- 6

Gaussian filter with A = 32Xq. Note that no direct comparison between the two signals is possible, because the trace
has not been subtracted from Tll(x 1 ). This causes that
signal to be strictly positive, whereas the model expression
displays both signs. [Note that for the cutoff filter one occasionally encounters r1 (x1) <0; this is also the reason
that the absolute value is taken inside the square root in
Eq. (70).] As has been argued before, not subtracting the
trace should not influence the statistics of interest, in grid
turbulence. However, it could influence the observations
that follow. We notice a fairly good correspondence between peaks in rll(xl) and 5 11 (xl): However, since the
sign of the excursions in .YI (xl) changes, this behavior
does not mean that we get good predictions for Trll(xl).
Quite interestingly, the degree of stress "intermittency"
appears to be captured much better by the Smagorinsky
and SGS energy models than by the constant eddyviscosity model. The first two models depend locally on
squared velocity differences, which are more intermittent
than their first power. Nevertheless, according to Sec. II,
higher-order moments of the stresses themselves were not
found to be directly relevant to the energy dynamics of the
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FIG. 7. Measured traces of the 11 element of the SGS stress tensor.
:
Real stress ri-1 (x1 ); - -: modeled stress I) (xX)/Cg using the constant
eddy-viscosity model (without the model constant). Gaussian filter with
A=32o7.
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11

The second model is a constant eddy viscosity assumption,
using the global average instead of the local value of the
rate of strain:

0.22

2

0.16

-Ij[Ul = - 2V7'Sif
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FIG. 8. Measured traces of the 11 element of the SGS stress tensor. :
Real stress Tr
1 I(x1 ); - -: modeled stress 513(x 1)/CP using the SOS kinetic energy model (without the model constant). Gaussian filter with
A =37Xq.
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stress tensors, flj and '
-:
Cutoff filtering, *: Gaussian filtering;
- -: top-hat filtering. Circles: Smagorinsky model; squares: constant eddy
viscosity; triangles: kinetic energy.

FIG. 10. Measured energy fluxes as function of filter width. Circles: SGS
flux HA= -1 (1rSll).Diamonds: viscous dissipation rate EA. -:
cutoff filter, *: Gaussian; - -: top hat. Upper horizontal line: molecular
dissipation (e); lower horizontal line: large-scale estimate yo u 'll.

resolved field. Therefore, we continue the analysis of the
constant eddy viscosity model as well.
Results on other models, such as Bardina's similarity
model, etc., will be reported elsewhere.' 7'2 4

These fluxes are computed as a function of A, for the different filter types, and they are shown in Fig. 10. The
dissipation (e)and the large-scale estimate uI 3 /L, are displayed for comparison. The trends observed are as expected: H1A displays a plateau of the same order of magnitude as (e) or of u' 3 /L,. The decay of eA also follows the
expected trend. Interestingly, nA and ens are of the same
magnitude at about A/,q 20, usually argued to be about
the lower limit of the inertial range. Above A 507 (say),
the viscous flux becomes very small, less than 15% of the
SGS flux.

C. General results
1. Correlation with models
To quantify previous observations, the correlation coefficient between i-ll and _YTj is computed, for the three
filter types considered. Figure 9 shows that this correlation
is very low, for the entire range of relevant values of A,
filter types, and models considered. This is quite consistent
with the low degree of correlation that has been noted
before in a priori testing from DNS databases [e.g., in
Clark et aL (1979),9 McMillan and Ferziger (1979),10 Piomelli (1988),"l Meneveau et aL (1992), 2etc.]. However,
the correlation p between the absolute values I T1 II and
JTJ) | is much higher. For example, for the cutoff filter at
A=32X7, one obtains p_=0.47, 0.40, and 0.52 for the Smagorinsky, constant VT and kinetic energy models, respectively, while the values are p=0.88, 0.8, and 0.92 for the
Gaussian filter. This result does not appear to have immediate utility besides showing that "activity" in the strain
rate is accompanied by high SOS stress values.

D. Model constants
1. Model constants from measured energy balance
The model constants can be obtained, based on the
condition that both the modeled and the real SGS energy
flux must be the same:
(a) Smagorinsky:

C2l=

(S11rll)

(74)

(b) constant eddy viscosity:
C22 =

~

Sl(,
1 -1 I)

-2A2 41(~)Sil)

and

2. Subgrid and viscous fluxes of kinetic energy
Several forms of energy flux to smaller scales are now
compared. (a) The rate of dissipation (e) computed as in
Eq. (56); (b) the large-scale estimate uj3 /L; and (c) the
energy drain on the resolved motion at scale A:
Ha'='-Tr
(l S1l);
(71)
(d) The viscous dissipation of kinetic energy at scale A is
also of interest:
eA = l5v4g3).
The inertial range scaling of this quantity is
eA--v(e)23-4/3.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 2, February 1994

(72)
(73)

(c) SGS kinetic energy: C&3=

(76)

(S'lIT)

-2A(

qS

1

) ,

Plots of CAas a function of filter width A are provided in
Figs. 11-13 for the three filter types. To a first approximation these values are fairly constant over the range of A
values of interest. For the Smagorinsky model and constant eddy viscosity there is some difference between the
cutoff filter results, which increase slowly with A, and the
other two, which are considerably less dependent on A.
The trend is reversed for the SGS kinetic energy model
constant. Nevertheless, the structure of the eddy-viscosity
Charles Meneveau
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FIG. 11. Measured model constant for the Smagorsinsky eddy-viscosity
model, as a function of filter width. -:
cutoff filter, -Gaussian;
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models appears to adequately reproduce the trends in energy flux with a constant C 1, independent of A, over the
range of scales of interest. While IIA in Fig. 10 varies by
more than a factor of 5 between A= 10,q and 50i1, the
model constants change by less than 40% in the worst case
(cutoff filter) in that same range.
Now we comment on the numerical value of the measured constants. Based on experience with LES and on a
simple derivation assuming that A pertains to the inertial
range,3 1 the Smagorinsky constant C, is usually chosen
somewhere between 0.1 and 0.2 (for grid turbulence closer
to 0.16, actually). Present results are considerably lower
than those values. This discrepancy is possibly due to the
one-dimensional filtering that is employed here. It causes
the variance of S 11 to be overpredicted, since lateral fluctuations are not filtered out. To the degree that the correlation (rlIS,,) is not strongly affected, one obtains a lower
value for the model constants. In the Appendix it is shown,
using inertial range arguments, that the constant is indeed
expected to be underpredicted by a factor of about 2 when
one-dimensional instead of three-dimensional filtering is
employed. From Fig. 11 one obtains a representative value
of about C1 -0.055. When multiplied by the correction

I 0'

FIG. 13. Measured model constant for the SGS kinetic energy model, as
a function of filter width. The captions are the same as in Fig. 11.

factor for one-dimensional averaging (see the Appendix),
one obtains C 5 0. 11, which is closer to the range of values
usually employed.
From this discussion it is apparent that great care has
to be taken in the interpretation of precise numerical values
deduced from present experimental tests. For this reason
we shall be interested more in observing qualitative trends,
which are representative of the structure of a model.
2. Model constants from measured enstrophy
dissipation
Instead of obtaining the model constants based on balance of energy, we can instead employ Eq. (49) and require that both real and modeled stresses generate the same
SGS dissipation of enstrophy:
(a) Smagorinsky:

((a1iTI1aX3),rII)
I

C2=_
-2,&29(

3UI~dX31) g517
(77)

(b) constant eddy viscosity:
IL

'2=

. -

-

-1

_

15 (R1 1) ( (,43iij1aX3)§j
I 1)

2

.

'

(78)

and
(c) SGS kinetic energy:
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FIG. 12. Measured model constant for the constant eddy viscosity meodel,
as a function of filter width. The captions are the same as in Fig. 111.
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1ldxlrl

i

1/a
) I

(79)

In order to avoid some very high-frequency corruption
when taking the third-order derivatives of WI, this variable
is filtered after each differentiation with a Gaussian filter of
(small) width A/10. This procedure has practically no
effect on the statistics computed, for the cutoff and Gaussian filter. It is done anyway because a trace of 3 uz/axlI vs
xl without this additional smoothing at scales much
smaller than A has a very "noisy" appearance. For the
top-hat filter there are indeed some differences when taking
the required higher-order derivatives with or without the
smoothing; therefore no results are presented for this case.
Charles Meneveau
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FIG. 16. Measured model constant for the SGS kinetic energy model,
enforcing the correct enstrophy dissipation. -: cutoff, *--: Gaussian.

3. Model constants from resolved enstrophybalance
The calculations are repeated for different values of A,
and the results are presented in Figs. 14-16, for the cutoff
and Gaussian filters. We observe that for A/ > 30 (i.e., in
the inertial range) the constants so computed are quite
consistent with those arising from the balance of energy
dissipation. Thus one could argue that, according to the
discussion in Sec. II D 2, a LES with these models will
produce the correct value for the third-order moments of
velocity derivatives, in isotropic turbulence. For lower values of A, the constants required are larger than those required for energy balance. If one uses the constants obtained from the energy-flux balance, the modeled rates of
enstrophy dissipation would be smaller than the measured
SGS values. During a LES (with A < 30X7) this could result
in a pileup of enstrophy at wave numbers close to the
cutoff. However, one must remember that this discussion is
based on the assumption that l-D filtering produces trends
comparable to 3-D filtering.

Continuing with the balance of enstrophy, we notice
that the condition in Eq. (48) could also be used to evaluate the model constants by requiring that
= _

( (,)1)

(,3j,

_9_11 ) .

(80)

_521-

ax,

The interesting feature of this relation is that it involves
only statistics of resolved features of the flow. The fundamental difference with the balance of energy flux is that the
production of enstrophy [represented here by the LHS of
Eq. (80)] also occurs near the smallest resolved scales.
Therefore, the model constants can be computed as
(a) Smagorinsky:

Crf=
-A^2<((a31(aX81)

1)

(81)

(b) constant eddy viscosity:
3)

-2 -l((ah/axl)
-

3
'&2 V15(7") ((a3iij1aX3)§1,>
1
2

(82)

and
enstrophy dissip.

(c) SGS kinetic energy:
O~12~
,-2

(w8i/8la)3)
F_7_ -

o.iof

(83)

1 jq'jSjj)
2A((a 3ii1laX3)

. 0.08
. .0

.0

.0.

oos.0

0.04[

The results are shown in Figs. 17-19. Again, there is good
agreement with the values obtained before, except for the
kinetic energy model for which the model constant continues to decrease even above A/11=30.
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FIG. 15. Measured model constant for the constant eddy-viscosity model,
: cutoff, - : Gaussian.
enforcing the correct enstrophy dissipation. -
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4. A new model based on enstrophy balance
The fact that one can obtain the model constants from
the resolved fields suggests the possibility of a new model
based on enstrophy equilibrium. Using Eq. (52) without
Charles Meneveau
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FIG. 17. Measured model constant for the Smagorsinsky eddy viscosity
model, enforcing balance of enstrophy production and dissipation.-:
cutoff filter,
: Gaussian.

FIG. 19. Measured model constant for the SGS kinetic energy model,
enforcing balance of enstrophy production and dissipation. -: cutoff,
. Gaussian.

the averaging, and computing a "local" value for (say) the
Smagorinsky constant, one obtains the following "enstrophy" model:

inator). Also, it does not contain any free parameter, not
even the width of the test filter that must be prescribed in
the "dynamic model" of Germano et al 3 However, it suffers from a difficulty similar to the "dynamic model" in its
original formulation:3 the denominator has zero crossings.
This difficulty can be remedied to some degree by averaging over homogeneous directions, if they exist, or by time
averaging:

Op

VT=

qSpq

4( r2Sm§me§Sj) (aORjk/aXk aXI )

2§p§pq,

where
-

I

(84)
When A approaches the Kolmogorov scale, one should
also subtract the enstrophy dissipation caused by molecular viscosity, v(VF5) 2 , from the numerator. This, in fact, is
the reason for the high values at low A in Figs. 17-19.
Relation (84) can be interpreted by saying that the enstrophy balance is used to obtain the appropriate length scale
of the model. An interesting feature of this expression for
VT is that it vanishes in irrotational flow (since the numerator contains a higher power of vorticity than the denom-

enstrophy balance

0.20

V2S,

,.

(85)

T-4( V2Smn-n§meij(82Rjk/Xk aX1)

Nevertheless, additional problems can be expected in its
implementation since it is not clear how an actual LES
would "adjust" to such a model. Because the constant is
computed through an expression that is obtained directly
from the N-S equations the following scenario is possible:
Assume that one chooses an initial value for C5 and performs the LES in order to evaluate the average production
and modeled SGS dissipation. It is possible that the LES
will "adjust" so that the production and SGS dissipation of
enstrophy are balanced no matter what constant was used
as an initial guess. When evaluating it according to Eq.
(87), one would thus obtain the same value assumed as the
initial guess. Finally, the need to evaluate higher-order derivatives can cause additional problems. Without a posterioritesting, it is therefore not possible to further ascertain
the merits of such an enstrophy model.
E. The velocity-stress correlation function

0.10

1. SGS stress correlation
In this section the velocity-stress correlation function
is measured. After obtaining the filtered velocity and the
stress, the two-point correlation functions,

0.05

V.U10O

10

o02

10'

FIG. 18. Measured model constant for the constant eddy-viscosity model,
enforcing balance of enstrophy production and dissipation. cutoff
filter,
: Gaussian.
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G,6,(r) = (Wi (xi +r),rl I (xi)),

(86)

are computed using FFTs. Results for the cutoff filter using
different values of A are shown in Fig. 20. The correlation
functions are normalized based on the large-scale estimate
Charles Meneveau
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FIG. 20. Velocity-stress correlation function measured in grid turbulence
using the cutoff filter.
: A= 160X7, ---: A= 122X7, *: A=4877; and-:
A=1677.

(e) LI, while r is normalized with 7. The corresponding A
values are indicated with the arrows. Similar results for
Gaussian and top-hat filtering are shown in Figs. 21 and
22. The general shape of these curves is indeed as expected
from the discussion in Sec. II D 2. The slope at the origin,
equal to (S 11 ,r1j), is seen to be almost independent of A,
which is consistent with the constancy of the energy flux. It
can also be observed that GA (r) does not exactly vanish at
r=0 as it should in isotropic turbulence. We recall that
since even the velocity skewness is not exactly zero, small
deviations from isotropy are to be expected.
For the cutoff filter, oscillations can be observed.
They are due to the "lobes" of the filter. When r=rn
=(4n +1) A/2 the filter has local peaks, meaning that
W7(x + ri-) will contain some contribution from the velocity
at x. Since the velocity there makes a direct contribution to
rTi(x), one obtains an increase in the correlation between
WI(x+r) and Trll(x) when r=r". On the other hand, no
significant differences are observed between the results corresponding to the Gaussian and top-hat filters.

gassing

N_;I
(5

FIG. 22. Velocity-stress correlation function measured in grid turbulence
using the top-hat filter, for different filter widths. The legend is as in Fig.
20.

The plots suggest the possibility of scaling with A. This
is shown in Fig. 23 for the Gaussian filter. Although the
curves peak at similar values of r1A, the curves do not
collapse. This observation implies that a "universal" SGS
dissipation spectrum (in which A takes on the role of the
Kolmogorov scale) does not exist for this flow. This is not
surprising given the moderate Reynolds number. We now
elaborate a little further on the notion of a SGS dissipation
spectrum. Starting from Eq. (40) it is easy to show that (in
isotropic turbulence) E(k,t), the three-dimensional radial
spectrum of the resolved field, obeys
(t-2vk)E(k~t)

Phys. Fluids, Vol. 6, No. 2, February 1994

T(kt) =H(kt).

(87)

Here
H(k,t) =-X
I

GLLL(rt)

[3 sin(kr) - 3kr cos(kr)

foo

-k 2 r 2 sin(kr) ]dr,

(88)

is the "SGS dissipation spectrum." We remark that it
can be used to define a wave-number-dependent eddy
viscosity.3 2 The transfer spectrum T(k,t) consists of triple
products of resolved velocities, and does not occupy our
interest here. To the degree that present measurements of
GA(r)=(W (x+r)rjj(x) are representative of GLLL(r)
(keep in mind the 1-D averaging, lack of exact isotropy,
etc.) self-similarity of GLLL(r) would have implied that
H(k) could also be rescaled:
H(k)

FIG. 21. Velocity-stress correlation function measured in grid turbulence
using the Gaussian filter, for different filter widths. The legend is as in Fig.
20.

-

=kA.

(89)

It is possible that such a collapse may occur at higher
Reynolds numbers. We have attempted to compute H(k)
according to Eq. (88) using the measured correlation function GA(r) instead of GLLL(rt). However, small oscillations in GA (r) and deviations from isotropy are enough to
render the integral very unstable. Large and unphysical
Charles Meneveau
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FIG. 23. Scaled velocity-stress correlation function measured using the
Gaussian filter. The legend is as in Fig. 20.

oscillations in H(k) resulted from this procedure and we
therefore have to refrain from transforming our experimental results to (radial) Fourier space.
Next, we recall that a good SGS model should reproduce the measured correlation functions as a necessary
condition for LES to generate the correct energy spectrum.
This is explored in the next sections.

2. Modeled velocity-stress correlation function
We have already established that the data supports an
approximately constant value for the model constants (see
Figs. 11, etc.). The purpose of this section is to test
whether the models also correctly reproduce the two-point
structure observed in the previous section. In order to separate this issue from the precise value of the model constant, the latter is selected such that the correct energy flux
is guaranteed, at every A. In other words, the model constant is chosen at each A according to Eq. (74). Then the
modeled correlation function (Wj(x+r)9.j (x)) is computed. The results corresponding to the Smagorinsky
model are presented in Figs. 24-26 for the different filter

cut-off

0

r/

7)

FIG. 25. Real and modeled velocity-stress correlation function, using the
Gaussian filter, and the Smagorinsky model. The legend is the same as in
Fig. 24.

types. Two representative values, A=4877 and A= 12277,
are presented; results for other A values follow essentially
the same trends. Results for the constant eddy viscosity
and SGS kinetic energy models are presented using the
Gaussian filter in Figs. 27 and 28.
The main observation is that the trends are well modeled by the various eddy-viscosity models: Both modeled
and real correlation functions peak at about the same value
of r, and then decay monotonically at a similar rate. For
the cutoff filter and the top-hat filter at larger A values, the
agreement is quite good. The difference is that for the
Gaussian filter the modeled results fall below the real curve
by about a factor of 2. This could, according to Eq. (47),
generate a slight overprediction of the third-order structure
functions from the LES. However, as one moves to r>A,
this becomes negligible. This is consistent with the commonly held view that two-point statistics at large distances
r> A (or spectra at kg<ir/A) will be largely unaffected by
the details of the SGS model. Even for the Gaussian filter,
the trends and type of decay agree quite well. This point is
made clearer in Fig. 29, which is the same as Fig. 25 in
log-log units. In addition, it is remarkable that (once
scaled to have equal slope at the origin), there exists almost no difference between the predicted correlation functions from the three eddy-viscosity models.
We conclude that, to within the accuracy of present
measurements, the statistics of the eddy-viscosity models
are not inconsistent with those of the real SGS stresses.
Therefore, the models comply reasonably well with the
necessary conditions (in terms of trends) to accurately
reproduce the two-point statistics or the energy spectrum
of the resolved velocity, in grid turbulence.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 24. Real (lines) and modeled (symbols+lines) velocity-stress correlation function, using the cutoff filter, and the Smagorinsky model. Solid
lines: A= 122iq; dotted lines: A=48i7.
830
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Statistical features of subgrid-scale models for LargeEddy Simulations were considered. In the first part of this
paper, necessary conditions that they should obey in order
to "cause" the correct resolved fields in a LES were derived. The "turbulence problem" of the resolved velocity
Charles Meneveau
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top-hat

P()

FIG. 26. Real and modeled velocity-stress correlation function, using the
top-hat filter for the Smagorisnsky model. The same legend as in Fig. 24.

field was shown to severely weaken our ability to establish
sufficient conditions. At any order, an equation for, say,
A(') (a resolved moment of order n) could be employed to
state conditions on the SGS stresses. But these were necessary to enable the correct prediction of both A(') and
A(n+1) (in addition to a moment involving the model expression). If, however, one did not care about A (+1) but
only about A (n), no way of separating the effect of errors in
the model between A(') and A(n'l) was found. Nevertheless, it was argued that necessary conditions can be a
valuable tool to compare the properties of models through
statistical a priori testing. A special case, where sufficient conditions could be obtained, was when third-order
structure functions in locally isotropic turbulence were
considered.
These basic considerations were illustrated with statistical a priori testing of three simple eddy-viscosity models,
using experimental data in grid turbulence. Several major
assumptions were made during the analysis, mainly because of limitations in the data available. Each of them was
sufficiently strong to make a quantitative interpretation of

gaussion, const. visc.

the results very difficult, although qualitative trends were
argued to be robust and were used to make several new
observations. The main assumptions were: (a) That filtering along a single direction would give results similar to
three-dimensional filtering. It was shown analytically that
this assumption cannot strictly be true, since it can have an
effect on the numerical value of the model constants. Also,
the resulting large-scale field ceases to be isotropic and
therefore a dynamical equation at a scalar level [such as
Eq. (40)] cannot hold exactly. Nevertheless, the overall
consistency between the flux 5(11'r1ll) obtained from 1-D
filtering and (e), for which no filtering is performed, lends
some justification to assumption (a). We also presented an
alternative interpretations of the results in terms of twopoint statistics with anisotropic filtering (see the Appendix), which did not require us to make the isotropy assumption. (b) When computing the local eddy viscosities,
instantaneous iso-tropy was assumed. This assumption was
unnecessary in the case of the constant eddy-viscosity
model. Although difficult to quantify, we do not believe
that this assumption has a significant impact on the resulting statistics. (c) We did not subtract the trace of the
measured SGS stress tensor. This was shown to be of no
consequence in isotropic fields. Nevertheless, to the degree
that the filtered fields are not isotropic, this can introduce
additional errors. The combination of these assumptions
clearly implies that any numerical values from the measurements have to be interpreted with great caution.
In terms of trends, the following results were obtained:
(a) In agreement with previous experience in a priori testing, the real and modeled stresses exhibited almost no correlation at a local level. (b) All three eddy-viscosity models were shown to approximately reproduce the correct
SGS energy dissipation with a model constant nearly independent of the filter width A. Fluctuations in eddy viscosity did not appear to have much impact, given the agreement with the constant eddy-viscosity model. Also, this
insensitivity to eddy-viscosity fluctuations lends some qualified support to our hypothesis that the results are insensi-

qaussion, kin. en.

300

r/77
FIG. 27. Real and modeled velocity-stress correlation function, using the
Gaussian filter for the constant eddy-viscosity model. The legend is the
same as in Fig. 24.
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FIG. 28. Real and modeled velocity-stress correlation function, using the
Gaussian filter for the kinetic energy model. The legend is the same as in
Fig. 24.
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APPENDIX: IMPACT OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL
FILTERING
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FIG. 29. Log-log plot of real (lines) and modeled (symbols+lines)
velocity-stress correlation functions, using the Gaussian filter, and the
Smagorinsky model. The legend is the same as in Fig. 24.

tive to evaluating the eddy viscosity based on one component rather than based on the true invariants. (c) The
three eddy-viscosity models also reproduced the correct
dissipation of enstrophy, within a significant range of A
values. Using the fact that the production of enstrophy also
occurs near the cutoff scale, some possibilities and risks for
a new model based on enstrophy equilibrium were outlined. (d) The two-point correlation function between filtered velocity and SGS stress was shown to be adequately
reproduced by the eddy-viscosity models. There was a discrepancy by a factor of about 2 for some cases, but given
the assumptions reviewed above, we refrain from ascribing
too much significance to this difference. The main result is
that the trends are followed quite well. According to the
discussion in Sec. II D, and under the assumptions already
stated, the present results give an experimental justification
to what has already been known from extensive experience
with LES: Eddy-viscosity SGS closures contain the appropriate physics to enable them to generate acceptable energy
spectra of the resolved portion of a LES flow field (of
isotropic turbulence).
Clearly, with measurements of more velocity components in more dimensions,17 ' 24 the assumptions of this
study can be narrowed considerably. Consequently, quantitative experimental results could then be interpreted in a
stronger fashion. Also, tests in more complicated flows,
involving other models, etc., is generating additional
knowledge relevant to SGS modeling.
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In this appendix the influence of one-dimensional filtering on the numerical value of model constants is estimated. Following Lilly,31 the rate of dissipation is calculated, assuming that the filter width pertains to the inertial
range. Using an isotropic cutoff filter (denoted by an overcaret), and making the (relatively strong) assumption that
r S''S' S)
= (s§1§j) 3/2, we can write

(e)=-((j(aj)x=)(CA)2153/2

2))

.

(Al)

Instead, if we use filtering in the xl direction only (denoted
by an overtilde), and only consider the longitudinal component of the rate-of-strain tensor, we must use another
constant Cl according to
(e) =(CA) 2 15 3 /2

i~u

2

3/2

\ka
~xi)

(A2)

As in the main text, we continue to assume that i is an
isotropic field (which is not strictly true). Now, if A pertains to the inertial range, we can evaluate the isotropically
filtered gradient in terms of the 3-D radial spectrum

(( Iax)

15
2fr/A Ck(e) 2 /3 k 1 / 3 dk

=

0.46Ck(6) 2"3A

-4/3'.

(A3)
The longitudinally filtered velocity gradient can be obtained as

Air,I=
2

fi/A

18 Ck(e)21k 1/

a2x,))
=

1.l3Ck(c)2 / 3A

4 3

/ .

(A4)

Therefore, the variance of the longitudinal velocity gradient filtered in only one direction is considerably higher
than its counterpart involving the radial filter. (These arguments are generalized in Ref. 33.) If these results are
replaced in Eqs. (Al) and (A2), one obtains
C 3 = (15 *0.46 - Ck) 3/4 ,

(A5)

while
Cl = ( 15 * 1.129 *Ck) 3'/4.

(A6)

Therefore Co- 1.96CG. This discussion illustrates the difficulty in using present experimental results to obtain numerical values for the model constants, which can be interpreted in the context of isotropic filtering. This
circumstance is the reason that the attention in the main
text is instead focused on general trends (such as scaling
with A, r, etc.).
If, nevertheless, one wants to use the numerical values
obtained in the experiments, one can make the argument
that they should be relevant to LES with a highly nonisoCharles Meneveau
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tropic grid. Consider a LES in which a coarse grid is used
in the xl direction, while DNS is performed in the x2 and
X3 directions. Let us now repeat Eq. (36), written for the
11 component, when the filtering is this 1-D filter in the xI
direction:
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